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Thoroughly revised and updated, Discover Biology, Second
Edition, presents the essential concepts of modern biology in
a text designed specifically for nonmajors. The authors
emphasize a level of detail appropriate for nonmajors, freeing
instructors to focus on the scientific issues-HIV, global climate
change, DNA fingerprinting, genetic engineering, cancer-that
students read about in the paper, vote on in elections, and
face in their daily lives. With two new chapters, refined
pedagogy and art programs, and a powerful ancillary
package, Discover Biology, Second Edition, is the best choice
for the nonmajors introductory course.
In response to the ever-changing challenges of teaching the
survey course, Understanding the American Promise
combines a newly abridged narrative with an innovative
chapter architecture to focus students' attention on what's
truly significant. Each chapter is fully designed to guide
students' comprehension and foster their development of
historical skills. Brief and affordable but still balanced in its
coverage, this new textbook combines distinctive study aids,
a bold new design, and lively art to give your students a clear
pathway to what's important.
"Organized chapter by chapter to parallel The American
promise: a history of the United States in all its editions"--v. 1,
p. iii.
Colonial American History Stories - 1215 - 1664 contains
almost 300 history stories presented in a timeline that begins
in 1655 with the performance of the first documented play
performed in British North America and ends with the switch
from the Julian to the Gregorian Calendar in 1752. This
journal of historical events mark the beginnings of the United
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States and serve as a wonderful guide of American history.
These reader friendly stories include: September 27, 1540 Society of Jesus (Jesuits) Founded By Ignatius Loyola
December 19, 1675 - The Great Swamp Fight September 19,
1676 - Bacon's Rebellion - Bacon Burns Jamestown April 18,
1689 - 1689 Boston Revolt February 29, 1692 - Sarah Good,
Sarah Osborne and Tituba Accused Of Witchcraft in Salem,
Massachusetts May 22, 1718 - Edward Teach - Blackbeard Begins Blockade of Charlestown. November 02, 1734 Daniel Boone Born December 08, 1741 - Vitus Bering Died
December 23, 1750 - Ben Franklin Attempts to Electrocute a
Turkey December 31, 1752 – Julian/Gregorian Calendar
Switch Complete timeline, journal, events, stories, united
states, beginnings, guide
Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the
breadth of the chronological history of the United States and
also provides the necessary depth to ensure the course is
manageable for instructors and students alike. U.S. History is
designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of
most courses. The authors introduce key forces and major
developments that together form the American experience,
with particular attention paid to considering issues of race,
class and gender. The text provides a balanced approach to
U.S. history, considering the people, events and ideas that
have shaped the United States from both the top down
(politics, economics, diplomacy) and bottom up (eyewitness
accounts, lived experience).
#1 New York Times bestselling author Eric Metaxas delivers
an extraordinary book that is part history and part rousing call
to arms, steeped in a critical analysis of our founding fathers'
original intentions for America. In 1787, when the Constitution
was drafted, a woman asked Ben Franklin what the founders
had given the American people. "A republic," he shot back, "if
you can keep it." More than two centuries later, Metaxas
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examines what that means and how we are doing on that
score. If You Can Keep It is at once a thrilling review of
America's uniqueness—including our role as a "nation of
nations"—and a chilling reminder that America's greatness
cannot continue unless we embrace our own crucial role in
living out what the founders entrusted to us. Metaxas explains
that America is not a nation bounded by ethnic identity or
geography, but rather by a radical and unprecedented idea,
based on liberty and freedom for all. He cautions us that it's
nearly past time we reconnect to that idea, or we may lose
the very foundation of what made us exceptional in the first
place.
America's Promise is a concise, highly readable introduction
toAmerican History. Designed to clearly explain major themes
and events, it also captures the rich and often amusing
character of the American people. The strong narrative
emphasizes public life and how individuals constructed public
structures in which they lived and worked. Including the latest
scholarship in social, cultural, and political history, the work
integrates the history and importance of women and
minorities.To aid students in learning and reviewing, each
chapter begins with apreview of the main ideas that will be
discussed and ends with a conclusionthat reinforces the key
concepts. Rather than being simply declaratory signposts,
section headings highlight main ideas and help carry along
thenarrative. A glossary defines main terms, and a timeline
helps students keep track of events. Selected readings are
also included to encourage further reading and study. Finally,
carefully selected illustrations and maps portray, pinpoint, and
illuminate important episodes in American history. The most
concise and competitively priced book available, America's
Promise is a breath of fresh air in the introductory market.
The American Promise appeals to all types of students and
provides the right resources and tools to support any
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classroom environment. A clear political framework supports
a vibrant social and cultural story that embraces the voices of
hundreds of Americans — from presidents to pipefitters and
sharecroppers to suffragettes — who help students connect
with history and grasp important concepts. Now in its fifth
edition, The American Promise does even more to increase
historical analysis skills and facilitate active learning, and its
robust array of multimedia supplements make it the perfect
choice for traditional face-to-face classrooms, hybrid courses,
and distance learning.
For each chapter in the textbook, the Study Guide offers a
summary; an expanded chronology followed by multiplechoice questions; a defining terms exercise; multiple-choice
and short-answer questions; and map, illustration, and source
exercises that help students synthesize the material they
have learned as well as understand the skills historians use to
make sense of the past. Answers for all exercises are
provided.
Understanding the American Promise, Third Edition, features
a brief, question-driven narrative that models for students the
inquiry-based methods used by historians and features an
innovative active learning pedagogy designed to foster
greater comprehension of the reading. This book includes a
full-color map and art program, new primary documents, and
comprehensive supplement options including LaunchPad. It
is also enhanced by LearningCurve, our easy-to-assign
adaptive learning system that will ensure students come to
class prepared.?
The American Promise, Volume I: To 1877A History of the
United StatesMacmillan
Many document readers offer lots of sources, but only Going
to the Source combines a rich selection of primary sources
with in-depth instructions for how to use each type of source.
Mirroring the chronology of the U.S. history survey, each
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chapter familiarizes students with a single type of source
while focusing on an intriguing historical episode such as the
Cherokee Removal or the 1894 Pullman Strike. Students
practice working with a diverse range of source types
including photographs, diaries, oral histories, speeches,
advertisements, political cartoons, and more. A capstone
chapter in each volume prompts students to synthesize
information on a single topic from a variety of source types.
The wide range of topics and sources across 28 chapters
provides students with all they need to become fully engaged
with America's history.
The American Promise has long been a course favorite.
Students value The American Promise for its readability, clear
chronology, and lively voices of ordinary Americans, while
instructors rely upon the rich content, the many documents
and features, and the overall support for teaching their class
their way. The American Promise provides superior formats
for every use—the print book allows for a seamless reading
experience while LaunchPad provides the right space for
active learning assignments and dynamic course
management tools that measure and analyze student
progress. LaunchPad comes with a wealth of primary sources
and special critical thinking activities to help students
progress toward achieving learning outcomes;
LearningCurve, the adaptive learning tool that students love
to use to test their understanding of the text and instructors
love to assign to prepare students for class; and a suite of
instructor resources from videos to test banks that make
teaching simpler and more effective.
The American Promise, Value Edition, has long been a
favorite with students who value the text’s readability, clear
chronology, and lively voices of ordinary Americans, all in a
portable format. Instructors have long valued the full narrative
accompanied by a 2-color map program and the rich
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instructor resources of the parent text made available at an
affordable price. The sixth edition introduces a breakthrough
in teaching and learning through the addition of LaunchPad,
which combines carefully-curated new assignments and
assessments integrated with the full-length parent text ebook—the same narrative in the Value Edition but with full
color art and maps and more features for analysis—in its own
intuitive course space. The American Promise Value Edition
with LaunchPad now provides the best formats for every
activity—the print book allows for a seamless reading
experience while LaunchPad provides the right space for
active learning assignments and dynamic course
management tools that measure and analyze student
progress. LaunchPad comes with a wealth of primary sources
and special critical thinking activities to help students
progress toward learning outcomes; LearningCurve, the
adaptive learning tool that students love to use to cement
their understanding of the text and instructors love to assign
to prepare students for class; and a suite of instructor
resources from videos to test banks that make teaching
simpler and more effective. What's in the LaunchPad
A third edition of this book is now available. Now in a fully
updated edition, this knowledgeable and reader-friendly text
gives a conceptual and historical overview of American
foreign relations from the founding to the present. Providing
students with a solid and readily understandable framework
for evaluating American foreign policy decisions, Joyce P.
Kaufman clearly explains key decisions and why they were
made. Compact yet thorough, the book offers instructors a
concise introduction that can be easily supplemented with
other sources.
The new two-color Value Edition of The American Promise is
the ideal solution for instructors and students who want a fulllength narrative at a low price. A clear political framework
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supports a dynamic social and cultural story enlivened by the
voices of hundreds of Americans who help students connect
with history and grasp important concepts.
The American Promise: A Concise History is a brief,
inexpensive narrative with a clear political, chronological
narrative that makes teaching and learning American history
a snap. Streamlined by the authors themselves to create a
truly concise book, the fifth edition is nearly 15 percent
shorter than the fourth compact edition, yet it includes more
primary sources than ever—including a new visual sources
feature. It is also enhanced by LearningCurve, our easy-toassign adaptive learning system that will ensure students
come to class prepared.
The American Promise, Value Edition, has long been a
favorite with students who value the text’s readability, clear
chronology, and lively voices of ordinary Americans, all in a
portable format. The value edition includes the full narrative
accompanied by a 2-color map program and the rich
instructor resources of the parent text made available at an
affordable price. LaunchPad combines carefully-curated
assignments and assessments integrated with the full-length
parent text e-book—the same narrative in the Value Edition
but with full color art and maps and more features for
analysis—in its own intuitive course space. The American
Promise Value Edition with LaunchPad provides the best
formats for every activity—the print book allows for a seamless
reading experience while LaunchPad provides the right space
for active learning assignments and dynamic course
management tools that measure and analyze student
progress. LaunchPad comes with a wealth of primary sources
and special critical thinking activities to help students
progress toward learning outcomes; LearningCurve, the
adaptive learning tool that students love to use to cement
their understanding of the text and instructors love to assign
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to prepare students for class; and a suite of instructor
resources from videos to test banks that make teaching
simpler and more effective.
"The American Promise: A Concise History" is a brief,
inexpensive narrative with a clear political, chronological
narrative that makes teaching and learning American history
a snap. Streamlined by the authors themselves to create a
truly concise book, the fifth edition is nearly 15 percent
shorter than the fourth compact edition, yet it includes more
primary sources than ever--including a new visual sources
feature. It is also enhanced by LearningCurve, our easy-toassign adaptive learning system that will ensure students
come to class prepared.
The American Promise has long been a course favorite, and it
has just gotten better. Students value the text’s readability,
clear chronology, and lively voices of ordinary Americans,
while instructors rely upon the rich content, the many
documents and features, and the overall support for teaching
their class their way. The sixth edition introduces LaunchPad,
which combines carefully-curated new assignments and
assessments integrated with an e-book in its own intuitive
course space. The American Promise now provides the best
formats for every activity—the print book allows for a seamless
reading experience while LaunchPad provides the right space
for active learning assignments and dynamic course
management tools that measure and analyze student
progress. LaunchPad comes with a wealth of primary sources
and special critical thinking activities to help students
progress toward learning outcomes; LearningCurve, the
adaptive learning tool that students love to use to test their
understanding of the text and instructors love to assign to
prepare students for class; and a suite of instructor resources
from videos to test banks that make teaching simpler and
more effective.
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The American Promise is more teachable and
memorable than any other U.S. survey text. The
balanced narrative braids together political and social
history so that students can discern overarching trends
as well as individual stories. The voices of hundreds of
Americans - from Presidents to pipe fitters, and
sharecroppers to suffragettes - animate the past and
make concepts memorable. The past comes alive for
students through dynamic special features and a
stunning and distinctive visual program. Over 775
contemporaneous illustrations - more than any
competing text - draw students into the text, and more
than 180 full - color maps increase students' geographic
literacy. A rich array of special features complements the
narrative offering more points of departure for
assignments and discussion. Longstanding favorites
include Documenting the American Promise, Historical
Questions, The Promise of Technology, and Beyond
American's Boders, representing a key part of a our
effort to increase attention paid to the global context of
American history.
The American Promise has long been a course favorite.
Students value The American Promise for its readability,
clear chronology, and lively voices of ordinary
Americans, while instructors rely upon the rich content,
the many documents and features, and the overall
support for teaching their class their way. The American
Promise provides superior formats for every use--the
print book allows for a seamless reading experience
while LaunchPad provides the right space for active
learning assignments and dynamic course management
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tools that measure and analyze student progress.
LaunchPad comes with a wealth of primary sources and
special critical thinking activities to help students
progress toward achieving learning outcomes;
LearningCurve, the adaptive learning tool that students
love to use to test their understanding of the text and
instructors love to assign to prepare students for class;
and a suite of instructor resources from videos to test
banks that make teaching simpler and more effective.
"The American Promise: A Concise History is" a brief,
inexpensive narrative with a political, chronological
narrative that makes teaching and learning American
history a snap. Streamlined by the authors themselves to
create a truly concise book, the fifth edition is nearly 15
percent shorter than the fourth compact edition, yet it
includes more primary sources than ever--including a
new visual sources feature. It is also enhanced by easyto-assign adaptive quizzing that will ensure students
come to class prepared.
The American Promise, Concise Edition is a brief,
affordable text that makes history relatable. Now with
new co-authors, the eighth edition continues to deliver a
strong narrative with political backbone and offers a new
pedagogical design that reinforces that history is a
discipline rooted in debate and inquiry. The American
Promise, Concise Edition, includes the unabridged
narrative, primary sources in each chapter, a full-color
map and art program, and comprehensive supplement
options, including LaunchPad and a free companion
sourcebook. Available for free when packaged with the
print book, the popular digital assignment and
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assessment options for this text bring skill building and
assessment to a more highly effective level. The greatest
active learning options come in LaunchPad, which
combines an accessible e-book with LearningCurve, an
adaptive and automatically graded learning tool
that--when assigned--helps ensure students read the
book; the complete companion reader with comparative
questions that help students build arguments from those
sources; and many other study and assessment tools.
For instructors who want the easiest and most affordable
way to ensure students come to class prepared Achieve
Read & Practice pairs LearningCurve, adaptive quizzing
and our mobile, accessible Value Edition e-book, in one
easy-to-use product.
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